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"If you haven't had the good fortune to be coached by a strong leader or product coach, this
book can help fill that gap and set you on the path to success."- Marty CaganHow do you know
that you are making a product or service that your customers want? How do you ensure that you
are improving it over time? How do you guarantee that your team is creating value for your
customers in a way that creates value for your business?In this book, you'll learn a structured
and sustainable approach to continuous discovery that will help you answer each of these
questions, giving you the confidence to act while also preparing you to be wrong. You'll learn to
balance action with doubt so that you can get started without being blindsided by what you don't
get right.If you want to discover products that customers love-that also deliver business results-
this book is for you.About the AuthorTeresa Torres is an internationally acclaimed author,
speaker, and coach. She teaches a structured and sustainable approach to continuous
discovery that helps product teams infuse their daily product decisions with customer input.
She’s coached hundreds of teams at companies of all sizes, from early-stage start-ups to global
enterprises, in a variety of industries. She has taught over 8,500 product people discovery skills
through the Product Talk Academy.What People Are Saying“Teresa Torres shows how to truly –
and continuously – include customers. This is a must read for every CEO and product team out
there.” - Phil Terry, Founder, Collaborative Gain; co-author, Customers Included“Teresa's work in
product discovery is a constant and critical reminder that job number one for a product team is
to understand who you are building for and what value you can create for them. Her methods
inspire rigor similar to a workout coach - product discovery is a regular, consistent practice,
that's measurable and impactful.” - Jocelyn Mangan, CEO, HimForHer“It’s no secret that
regularly engaging with customers helps you discover better opportunities to serve them - yet
we all struggle to do it well. This book is an indispensable guide to making this critical activity a
continuous habit.” - Martin Eriksson, Co-Founder & Chairman, Mind the Product“Teresa has
helped our product teams shift from a focus on outputs to delivering outcomes by helping us
understand our customers better. We are building better solutions that get used more often and
provide more value for our customers.” - Mike Herrick, SVP Technology, Airship“Teresa has
mastered the art of helping product teams adopt a continuous cadence to their discovery work.
Reading this book is like having her by your side, guiding your work, helping you find success,
while developing your expertise.” - Hope Gurion, Product Leader & Team Coach, Fearless
Product

"Teresa Torres shows how to truly - and continuously - include customers. This is a must read for
every CEO and product team out there." - Phil Terry, Founder, Collaborative Gain; co-author,
Customers Included"Teresa's work in product discovery is a constant and critical reminder that



job number one for a product team is to understand who you are building for and what value you
can create for them. Her methods inspire rigor similar to a workout coach - product discovery is
a regular, consistent practice, that's measurable and impactful." - Jocelyn Mangan, CEO,
HimForHer"It's no secret that regularly engaging with customers helps you discover better
opportunities to serve them - yet we all struggle to do it well. This book is an indispensable guide
to making this critical activity a continuous habit." - Martin Eriksson, Co-Founder & Chairman,
Mind the Product"Teresa has helped our product teams shift from a focus on outputs to
delivering outcomes by helping us understand our customers better. We are building better
solutions that get used more often and provide more value for our customers." - Mike Herrick,
SVP Technology, Airship"Teresa has mastered the art of helping product teams adopt a
continuous cadence to their discovery work. Reading this book is like having her by your side,
guiding your work, helping you find success, while developing your expertise." - Hope Gurion,
Product Leader & Team Coach, Fearless ProductAbout the AuthorTeresa Torres is an
internationally acclaimed author, speaker, and coach. She teaches a structured and sustainable
approach to continuous discovery that helps product teams infuse their daily product decisions
with customer input. She's coached hundreds of teams at companies of all sizes, from early-
stage start-ups to global enterprises, in a variety of industries. She has taught over 8,500
product people discovery skills through the Product Talk Academy.
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AcknowledgmentsFOREWORDCHRIS MERCURIWorking in a product role is hard. There is
huge pressure to solve customer problems and drive business value. Everyone is looking to you
for answers. How do you come up with the right answers more often? If you’re like me, you’ve
searched all over, looking for a guide that can tell you how to do great product discovery. Most
books promise a whole lot—plenty of the “what” but little of the “how.” You are often left
wondering what to do next.Eventually my team and I got the opportunity to go through the
Continuous Discovery Habits coaching program, which lays out the key elements of an end-to-
end modern product discovery approach (the same approach you’ll learn in this book). The
curriculum covers how to set outcomes, uncover customer problems, prioritize, come up with
creative solutions, test assumptions quickly, and a lot more. What did we gain from practicing the
habits, and what can you expect to gain from reading this book?We went from chopping and
changing our discovery approach and needing lots of meetings to work out what to do next to a
more structured discovery process. People knew what was expected of them and delivered
more consistent results.We shifted away from a more superficial understanding of our
customers. Instead of relying on heavy, infrequent research, we developed a deeper
understanding of the customer’s needs, problems, and desires through regular contact and
lightweight research methods.We shifted away from having lists of metrics to increase and
outputs to deliver. Now we have fewer goals, more clarity, and a focus on solving the customer’s
problem in ways that drive business value.We shifted away from falling in love with a single idea



and building it. Now we come up with many ideas. And we learn faster by testing sets of ideas
and running smaller simulations.We shifted away from discovery and delivery being separate
responsibilities. Now there’s more collaboration, with most of the team involved in customer
interviews, mapping the customer journey, ideating on solutions, and discussing results. The
whole team contributes at key points along the way, and we learn and adjust our course
together.With our leaders, we no longer wait to show them big reports and presentations. Now
we have the tools to show them our thinking earlier and have better conversations about where
to go next.By applying the Continuous Discovery Habits, we improved customer and business
outcomes, but the reward for the team was even bigger—confidence. The habits gave us the
confidence that we knew what we were doing. And after a few wins, we started to believe that we
could achieve anything.I wish that I had been introduced to the Continuous Discovery Habits
much earlier in my career. If you study this book and practice the habits, product work will still be
hard, and you will still make plenty of mistakes. But you will make better product decisions, and
the chances that you will succeed will dramatically increase.Chris MercuriProduct
ManagerFebruary 2021FOREWORDMARTY CAGANAs the years go by, the more I credit luck
for my good fortune, and the less I credit any particular skills I might possess.When I was a new
tech lead on a product team, I was incredibly fortunate to have an engineering manager who had
a track record of consistent innovation and was truly committed to helping me develop my
skills.When I wanted to learn product management, I was assigned an experienced product
leader and serial entrepreneur who coached me through the many major new areas of learning,
drilled into me the principles of strong product, and made sure I knew what I needed to do along
the way, and where to get help when I ran into trouble.When I wanted to learn much more about
modern product design, I had direct access to one of the best design leaders in the world,
working on the leading edge of design for Internet-based products.And when I wanted to move
into product leadership, I had several world-class leaders who were willing to put in the time to
coach and develop my leadership and strategy skills.I thought constant access to that type of
coaching was normal, at least until I left the bubble I was in and entered the broader technology
world.Unfortunately, as I learned and you likely already know, most people are not as lucky as I
was.Many work in organizations where the leaders have not had a chance to see how good
product teams work up close. And as such, they’re unable to effectively coach and develop their
people.I meet companies like this constantly. They want to improve. They know they need to
improve. They usually understand the theory of how strong teams work. But they just don’t have
the hands-on experience and knowledge to be able to provide the coaching their people
need.One way to address this is to bring in experienced product and technology leaders who
can provide this coaching and development for their organizations. This can work very well, but
many companies have found that these experienced leaders are in very high demand.Which is
why the most scalable solution I know of to this problem is to enlist the help of an experienced
product coach.This is how I first met Teresa many years ago. I saw how she had been helping
product teams, and I started introducing her to many different product organizations, located all



over the world. And I kept recommending her because the companies and teams she was
helping were soon doing visibly better.So when Teresa told me that she wanted to write a book
sharing much of what she had learned and has been advocating at these companies, I was
more than a little bit glad to hear that.I meet so many product teams that genuinely want to do
great work, but they’re just not sure what they need to do to get started solving real problems for
their customers while achieving the necessary outcomes for their company.While there is no
single way for a product team to do good work, there are countless bad ways, and what so many
teams need is to be coached in the right direction, much like I received when I was learning.This
book shares what Teresa has found to be most effective and will provide you with the structure
you need to know what to do—and when—in order to discover good opportunities and effective
solutions.My hope is that, if you haven’t had the good fortune to be coached by a strong leader
or product coach, this book can help fill that gap and set you on the path to success.Marty
CaganSilicon Valley Product GroupFebruary 2021INTRODUCTIONIt was 2013. I was leading a
product and design team at a venture-backed startup in San Francisco. We were developing a
product that created real value for our customers. It was a noble cause—we helped college
students find their first job out of college. In our discovery, we uncovered a key insight that had
the potential to disrupt our industry (more on that in Chapter 11). I had a partner, our head of
engineering, who was a dream to work with. We became fast friends. I was mentoring a young
designer whom I had known since she was nine years old—the daughter of a good friend of
mine. I encouraged a young engineer, a recent math major from the University of Washington, to
get up to speed with machine learning. I was relying on him to help us realize our product vision
and was thrilled that, as a company, we were investing in young talent. I loved coming to work
each day. And then one day, I walked in and quit.I was tired. Not from the typical startup rat race.
We weren’t working long hours, rushing from release to release, moving fast and breaking things
(like the early Facebook adage). By the time I joined, the company had grown out of the speed-
at-all-costs startup stage (if it ever had one). Instead, I was tired of the day-to-day reality of
evangelizing product management at yet another founder-led startup. I was tired of sitting in
conference rooms arguing with executives about our product strategy when I was the only one
who had spent time with our customers. I was tired of debating with sales reps about why we
weren’t going to build every feature that prospects requested. I was tired of having to convince
my colleagues that a relentless focus on customers was a better strategy than obsessing about
our competitors. Sadly, this is the work of a product executive.I was lucky. As an undergraduate, I
was exposed to human-centered design at Stanford University. I graduated and naively thought
business would be human centered. I spent the first 14 years of my career continuously
disappointed that this wasn’t the case. And in 2013, I had had enough. I loved building products.
I loved working with engineers. But I realized that, if I worked to change one startup at a time, I’d
burn myself out. Instead, I took some time to reflect on how I could have a bigger impact, and I
realized that companies fell into the trap of chasing the next sale or obsessing about their
competitors because many companies (especially startups) didn’t have a better model for



product management. They didn’t know what good looked like.So I didn’t just walk away from a
job that day. I walked into my next career as a product-discovery coach. For the past seven
years, I’ve been teaching product teams how to create successful products by obsessing about
customer needs, pain points, and desires. I started with one-on-one product-manager coaching.
I quickly learned that it wasn’t enough to develop product managers, and my coaching evolved
to teaching product managers, designers, and engineers how to make team decisions about
what to build. With time, I came to view my coaching curriculum as a product in and of itself, and
I started to measure the impact of how I coached. I tracked cohorts, I measured where teams got
stuck, I iterated on my methods. Over time, my curriculum got better, and, as a result, the
product teams that I worked with got better. Today, teams walk away from my 12-week coaching
program equipped with an arsenal of continuous discovery habits that help them discover,
iterate, and refine products that deliver value for their customers in a way that drives value for
their businesses. My goal with this book is to share those habits with you in the hopes that you,
too, will be inspired to spend more time with your customers. The world needs better products.
It’s up to us to make that happen. This book will teach you how.PART IWHAT IS CONTINUOUS
DISCOVERY?CHAPTER ONETHE WHAT AND WHY OF CONTINUOUS DISCOVERYHow do
you know that you are making a product or service that your customers want? How do you
ensure that you are improving it over time? How do you guarantee that your team is creating
value for your customers in a way that creates value for your business? In this book, you’ll learn
a structured and sustainable approach to continuous discovery that will help you answer each of
these questions, giving you the confidence to act while also preparing you to be wrong. You’ll
learn to balance action with doubt, so that you can get started without being blindsided by what
you don’t get right.Let’s start at the beginning. All product teams do a set of activities to decide
what to build and then do a different set of activities to build and deliver it. While you’ll learn that
these activities can and should overlap and interweave with each other, the work that is required
to do each is fundamentally different. In this book, I’ll refer to the work that you do to decide what
to build as discovery and the work that you do to build and ship a product as delivery.1 This
distinction matters. As you’ll see, many companies put a heavy emphasis on delivery—they
focus on whether you shipped what you said you would on time and on budget—while under-
investing in discovery, forgetting to assess if you built the right stuff. This book aims to correct for
that imbalance.Discovery isn’t a one-time activity. A digital product is never done. It can and
should continue to evolve. As we learn more about our market, as our customers’ needs change,
as new technology becomes available, good products adapt. This book will introduce a
continuous discovery framework that enables teams to discover brand-new products and to
iterate on existing ones. It will help you continuously discover unmet customer needs and the
solutions that will address those needs. Before we get into how to do this, let’s take a brief look
at how we got here.The Evolution of Modern Product DiscoveryProduct management is quickly
evolving. Over the past 30 years, with the rise of the Internet, our industry has seen a rapid
evolution in how we do both discovery and delivery. As a result, we see tremendous variation in



our practice. Product management looks different everywhere. A brief history of the evolution of
modern discovery can help us understand why this variation still exists. It can also give us a
clear picture of how we can improve, wherever we are in the progression.For many years,
traditional discovery was not done by the product team. In the early days of software, business
leaders owned discovery—they decided what to build. Discovery happened once a year in an
annual budgeting process, where projects with fixed timelines were assigned to specific
engineering teams. A project manager managed the work, budget, and schedule. Sometimes a
product manager translated business needs to product requirements, but not always. There
were (and still are) many challenges with this way of working. Software development is
unpredictable. Projects were often delivered late and over budget. Business needs often
trumped customer needs. Teams learned after the product shipped that customers weren’t
excited about what they built. This way of working led to a lot of waste. Sadly, I still meet many
teams and companies that work this way. Marty Cagan refers to these types of teams as delivery
teams.2Fortunately, in 2001, a group of engineers got fed up, went into the mountains, put their
heads together, and came up with the Agile manifesto. This group of software engineers,
influenced by the broader industry discussion about the pain points of developing software,
proposed a number of principles to correct for what they saw. Projects were too big. Teams
spent way too much time building the wrong stuff before they learned that customers didn’t want
it. The authors of the Agile manifesto advocated for shorter cycles with more frequent customer
feedback. Second, they proposed working at a pace that could be sustained continuously, rather
than furiously scurrying from one milestone to another. Third, they advocated for maximum
flexibility—having the ability to adapt to customer feedback quickly and easily. And fourth, they
advocated for simplicity. They were concerned with how much of what they built was never used
or offered limited value and instead advocated for teams to ruthlessly limit what they built. You’ll
see these four principles infused throughout the methods in this book.In the years following the
Agile manifesto, teams worked to adopt these principles. We saw a rise in the adoption of Scrum
and Kanban, two popular Agile frameworks, to manage delivery work. In parallel, we saw the
growth of user-experience design and user research as means for collecting customer feedback.
But this way of working also ran into challenges.Leaders struggled to give up ownership of
discovery. Even with shorter cycles and more customer feedback, business stakeholders still
clung to their original ideas. Most teams weren’t very good at estimating unpredictable work
(who is?), and their shorter cycles, aptly named sprints in Scrum, truly became biweekly sprints,
killing any chance of finding a continuously sustainable pace. The rest of the business continued
operating on an annual budgeting cycle, making true flexibility nearly impossible. When teams
learned something wouldn’t work, they were still expected to deliver it on time and under budget.
Usability testing was often done too late in the process, making it hard to address the substantial
issues that were so often uncovered. User research was often outsourced to design agencies
who did project-based research. And finally, teams continued to be measured by what they
delivered, not whether anyone used it or if it created any value for the customer or the



business.However, it wasn’t all bad news. Teams did shorten their delivery cycles. Companies
iterated from annual releases to quarterly releases to monthly releases. Today, many teams work
on a weekly or even daily release schedule. More frequent releases meant we could measure
the impact of what we were building sooner. We got better at instrumenting our products. We got
better at usability testing our solutions. We got better at starting small and iterating to bigger
solutions. These were giant steps in the right direction. But we still struggled with deciding what
to build. We still learned, after shipping code, that we’d built the wrong stuff.More
instrumentation, however, did make us acutely aware of this problem. We could now measure
when we released a feature that nobody used, when we redesigned our navigation and our
metrics didn’t move, and when we added a product to our portfolio that nobody bought. These
were hard lessons to learn. But the upside was that we started to question how we made
decisions about what to build. We started with who should make those decisions. We started to
push decision-making from business stakeholders to product managers and eventually to the
whole product team. We started to question how we made discovery decisions. Instead of
making them in conference rooms with just our own thoughts, we started engaging customers
throughout the discovery process. Instead of just validating our ideas at the end of discovery, we
started co-creating with customers from the very beginning. And our discovery cadence started
to change. As our delivery cycles got shorter, so, too, did our discovery cycles. And this is where
we are today.Today, many teams are adopting, developing, and iterating on their own continuous
discovery practices. They are engaging with customers on a regular basis. They are testing their
assumptions. Rather than just validating their ideas, they are co-creating with customers—
combining the team’s knowledge of what’s technically possible with the customer’s knowledge
of their own needs, pain points, and desires to build better products. They are doing all of this on
a continuous cadence, supporting the continuous development of their products. They are
adapting to changes in the market, in customer needs, and in technology, in real time. So can
you. This book will show you how.Who This Book Is ForMost successful digital products today
are conceived, designed, built, and delivered by a cross-functional team composed of product
managers, designers, and software engineers. Product managers bring the business context—
they help teams ensure that the products they are building are viable for the business. They
ensure that the business that supports the product will survive over time, allowing the team to
further satisfy customers’ needs. Designers bring visual, interactive, and systems-design chops
that help to ensure that customers will understand how to best use a product and delight in that
use. Software engineers bring the technical chops to ensure that the product is reliable, stable,
and delivers on its promise. All three roles are critical to the success of any digital product. They
are collectively responsible for ensuring that their products create value for the customer in a
way that creates value for the business.This book was written for product people (product
managers, designers, and software engineers) who want to build products that their customers
need and love. It outlines a collection of habits that, when deployed continuously week over
week, lead to better business outcomes and better customer outcomes. These habits were



designed to be adopted by a product trio composed of each of these roles. Throughout the
book, the term “product trio” will refer to a product manager, a designer, and a software engineer
working together to develop products for their customers.Now, most digital products require the
input of more than three people. Most teams have several engineers contributing to the code
base. Some teams have the luxury of having multiple designers or product managers
contributing to the same product or unit of work. Additionally, most teams have other roles that
contribute to the success of their product, including product marketers, data analysts, user
researchers, and customer-success representatives, among others. Defining the product trio as
I have done here is not meant to exclude any of these critical roles from the discovery process.
Each team needs to define the right “trio” on their team to adopt these habits. I put trio in quotes
because your trio might be a quartet or even a quintet.As you read this book, if you choose to be
more inclusive of who engages with these habits, just know that inclusion comes at a cost. The
more folks involved in each decision, the longer it will take to reach that decision. You want to
balance speed of decision-making with inclusiveness. For most teams, their trio needs to consist
of at least a product manager, designer, and software engineer. For some teams it will make
sense to add a fourth or even a fifth member to this decision-making squad. I trust you will use
your best judgment to find what works best for your team.And if you don’t work in a product trio
right now, don’t worry—you can still adopt many of these habits today. But this book will
encourage you to start thinking about how you can more closely collaborate with your cross-
functional colleagues.With your trio defined, let’s turn to the mindsets you’ll each need to
develop in order to successfully adopt these continuous discovery habits.The Prerequisite
MindsetsMany teams chase frameworks, tools, and methodologies, hoping that each new
innovation will suddenly unlock the door to product success. However, for most frameworks,
tools, and methodologies to be successful, it’s not just your tactics that need to change but also
your mindset. The same will be true for the tactics in this book. There are six mindsets that must
be cultivated to successfully adopt the habits outlined in this book.1. Outcome-oriented: The first
mindset is both a mindset and a habit. You’ll learn more about the habit in the coming chapters,
but the mindset requires that you start thinking in outcomes rather than outputs. That means
rather than defining your success by the code that you ship (your output), you define success as
the value that code creates for your customers and for your business (the outcomes). Rather
than measuring value in features and bells and whistles, we measure success in impact—the
impact we have had on our customers’ lives and the impact we have had on the sustainability
and growth of our business.2. Customer-centric: The second mindset places the customer at the
center of our world. It requires that we not lose sight of the fact (even though many companies
have) that the purpose of business is to create and serve a customer. We elevate customer
needs to be on par with business needs and focus on creating customer value as well as
business value.3. Collaborative: The third mindset requires that you embrace the cross-
functional nature of digital product work and reject the siloed model, where we hand off
deliverables through stage gates. Rather than the product manager decides, the designer



designs, and the engineer codes, we embrace a model where we make team decisions while
leveraging the expertise and knowledge that we each bring to those decisions.4. Visual: The
fourth mindset encourages us to step beyond the comfort of spoken and written language and to
tap into our immense power as spatial thinkers. The habits in this book will encourage you to
draw, to externalize your thinking, and to map what you know. Cognitive psychologists have
shown in study after study that human beings have an immense capacity for spatial reasoning.3
The habits in this book will help you tap into that capacity.5. Experimental: The fifth mindset
encourages you to don your scientific-thinking hat. Many of us may not have scientific training,
but, to do discovery well, we need to learn to think like scientists identifying assumptions and
gathering evidence. The habits in this book will help you develop and hone an experimental
mindset.6. Continuous: And finally, these habits will help you evolve from a project mindset to a
continuous mindset. Rather than thinking about discovery as something that we do at the
beginning of a project, you will learn to infuse discovery continuously throughout your
development process. This will ensure that you are always able to get fast answers to your
discovery questions, helping to ensure that you are building something that your customers want
and will enjoy.A Working Definition of Continuous DiscoveryIn my experience working with
product teams, many are already adopting many of the discovery activities you will learn about in
this book. Customer interviews, usability testing, and A/B testing are pervasive. What is rare is
for teams to adopt these discovery activities in a structured and sustainable way, enabling them
to continuously infuse their product decisions with customer input. To distinguish teams who
occasionally do modern discovery activities from teams who do continuous discovery, we’ll
adopt the following definition of continuous discovery:At a minimum, weekly touchpoints with
customersBy the team building the productWhere they conduct small research activitiesIn
pursuit of a desired outcomeProduct teams make decisions every day. Our goal with continuous
discovery is to infuse those daily decisions with as much customer input as possible. If teams
are only engaging with customers on a monthly basis, they are making a month’s worth of
decisions without customer input. Over the course of this book, you’ll learn habits that will help
you adopt a continuous cadence in a structured and sustainable way. You’ll learn how to do your
own research so that you can get fast answers to your daily questions. You’ll learn how to modify
traditional research activities to make them sustainable week over week. And most importantly,
you’ll learn to ensure that your research is in service of pursuing a desired business outcome
while meeting customers’ needs.CHAPTER TWOA COMMON FRAMEWORK FOR
CONTINUOUS DISCOVERY“Managers must convert society’s needs into opportunities for
profitable business.”— Peter Drucker“If I had an hour to solve a problem, I’d spend 55 minutes
thinking about the problem and 5 minutes thinking about solutions.”— Albert Einstein2016 was a
tough year for the American bank Wells Fargo. Several regulatory organizations uncovered
fraudulent activity at the bank. Bankers were opening checking, savings, and credit-card
accounts on behalf of customers without their customers’ knowledge or prior approval. The
news was picked up by newspapers across the country. It was a public-relations nightmare.At



first, Wells Fargo blamed individual branch employees, arguing the fraudulent activity was the
result of isolated behavior. But under further scrutiny, it became clear that employees were under
immense pressure from senior leadership to grow the average number of accounts held by each
customer. For years, Wells Fargo was known for its cross-selling strategy, in which, once a
customer opened one account with the firm, bankers would then work to grow that customer’s
footprint. If the customer opened a checking and savings account, bankers would offer a credit
card or a mortgage.With time, however, this cross-selling strategy became more and more
aggressive. Bankers were given quotas that were impossible to reach. Because these quotas
were paired with lucrative incentives, bankers looked for ways to cheat the system. Under
immense pressure from senior leadership, tempted by the lure of compelling incentives, many
bankers opened fraudulent accounts on their customers’ behalf without their permission.Wells
Fargo was fined $185 million by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau and faced lawsuits
costing them billions of dollars as a result. The Wells Fargo story is a story of outcomes gone
wrong. The company rightly started with a desired outcome: To increase the average number of
accounts per customer. However, they didn’t pair this outcome mindset with a customer-centric
mindset, that is critical for long-term product success.4While Wells Fargo’s fraud is exceptional,
the focus on outcomes at the cost of the customer is not uncommon. At many companies, there
is a tension between business needs and customer needs. When you get bombarded with a
handful of ads before you can start reading a newspaper article, it’s because the newspaper
prioritized their need for ad revenue over the reader’s need for a pleasant reading experience.
When you can’t watch your favorite sporting event because the broadcast rights didn’t allow it to
be streamed in your region, the sports team prioritized their television revenue over their fans’
desire to watch the game. When hotels tack on a resort fee that isn’t visible at time of booking,
the hotel is prioritizing their own short-term revenue needs over the traveler’s need for price
transparency. Sadly, this conflict between business needs and customer needs is prevalent in
every industry. But it doesn’t have to be this way.Businesses do need to make a profit. That’s
required for their survival. However, profit should not come at the cost of serving the customer.
Renowned business consultant and author Peter Drucker, in the opening quote of this chapter,
argues that the goal of a business is to “convert society’s needs into opportunities for a profitable
business.” He argues that a company’s purpose is to serve the customer. Instead of framing
business needs as at odds with customer needs, Drucker is aligning the two, by arguing that
serving customers is how we generate profit. I couldn’t agree more. In this chapter, I’ll introduce
a framework for continuous discovery that will ensure that you pursue business needs by
addressing your customers’ needs.Begin With the End in MindAs our product-discovery
methods evolve, we are shifting from an output mindset to an outcome mindset. Rather than
obsessing about features (outputs), we are shifting our focus to the impact those features have
on both our customers and our business (outcomes). Starting with outcomes, rather than
outputs, is what lays the foundation for product success.When a product trio is tasked with
delivering an outcome, the business is clearly communicating what value the team can create



for the business. And when the business leaves it up to the team to explore the best outputs that
might drive that outcome, they are giving the team the latitude they need to create value for the
customer. However, as we saw in the Wells Fargo story, we can’t take customer value for
granted.When a product trio is tasked with an outcome, they have a choice. They can choose to
engage with customers, do the work required to truly understand their customers’ context, and
focus on creating value for their customers. Or they can take shortcuts—they can focus on
creating business value at the cost of customers. The organizational context in which the
product trio works will have a big impact on which choice the product trio will make. Some
teams, however, choose to take shortcuts because they simply don’t know another way of
working. The framework in this chapter and the habits described in this book will help you
resolve the tension between business needs and customer needs so that you can create value
for your customers and your business.The Challenge of Driving OutcomesMost product trios
don’t have a lot of experience with driving outcomes. They grew up in a world where they were
told what to build. Or they were asked to generate outputs, with little thought for what impact
those outputs had. So, when we shift from an output mindset to an outcome mindset, we have to
relearn how to do our jobs.Unfortunately, it’s not as simple as talking to customers every week.
That’s a good start. But we also need to consider the rest of our continuous-discovery
definition:At a minimum, weekly touchpoints with customersBy the team building the
productWhere they conduct small research activitiesIn pursuit of a desired outcomeI’ve met
many teams who are good at talking to customers. But they forget that the purpose of these
customer touchpoints is to conduct research in pursuit of a desired outcome. Those last two
lines of the definition are critical. We aren’t doing research for research’s sake. We are doing
research so that we can serve our customers in a way that creates value for our
business.Finding the best path to your desired outcome is what researchers call an “ill-
structured problem”—also commonly called a “wicked problem.” Ill-structured problems are
defined by having many solutions. There are no right or wrong answers, only better or worse
ones. Much of the work when tackling an ill-structured problem is framing the problem itself.5
How we frame a problem has a big impact on how we might solve it. For example, in the Wells
Fargo story, their leadership, whether implicitly or explicitly, had framed the problem as “grow
customer accounts at all costs.” This framing opened the door to cheating. If, on the other hand,
Wells Fargo had framed the problem as “create customers who want to open more accounts,”
bankers would have been less likely to cheat.
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Andrew Skotzko, “The missing product team operating manual. There is a massive amount of
information out there about what good product work looks like, but not too much about how to
actually do it and live it from day-to-day, week-to-week. Lots of "what," much less useful/
actionable "how."Well, not anymore. This is the missing "product team operating manual" that I
wish someone handed me when I first got into this work. It does a beautiful job of teaching both
the principles and the practices you need to grok.Do yourself, your team, your customers, and
your product a big favor: read the book, and more importantly—put CDH into practice! "Future
you" will be very grateful you did.”

Steve Johnson, “Customers Discovery is the source of the best product ideas. Here's how..
Teresa Torres has been developing her continuous discovery habits for a decade and has finally
put her method and ideas into a straightforward approach that everyone can use.But her
approach requires you to buy into the idea that the best ideas come from customers. Not
executives, not salespeople, not competitors. And third-party research supports this view:
executive mandates and sales ideas are notorious for producing poor results—poor satisfaction
by clients and poor financial results for the organization.If you’re discovering and delivering
products without personal experience with customers, you’re setting yourself up for failure.Torres
writes:“Companies fall into the trap of chasing the next sale or obsessing about their competitors
because many companies (especially startups) don’t have a better model for product
management. They don’t know what ‘good’ looks like.“Most successful digital products today are
conceived, designed, built, and delivered by a cross-functional team composed of product
managers, designers, and software engineers.”But how? Torres explains it, beginning by
answering the question “What is continuous discovery?” Once she’s got you hooked with the
success associated with continuous discovery, she explains the key habits and how to develop
them in your organization.Her writing is clear, her passion is evident.If you’re struggling to
incorporate customers into your product planning, look no further than this book.”

Daniel Barker, “A Product Management Must Read (and act on!). I am a B2B product leader
who’s worked on various enterprise products at large and mid-sized companies. In my first few
years in product I didn’t spend nearly enough time talking to customers. It’s hard to be the “voice
of the customer” when you don’t talk to them very often OR only when there is an issue
escalation or conference. Further, I spent more time talking to customers while working at a
startup despite the fact that we didn’t have many at the time. For product managers this is simply
unacceptable and makes strong product work nearly impossible. This is especially true for B2B
product leaders with 100’s or 1000’s of customers!I can say emphatically that as a result of
reading Marty Cagan's book Inspired and now Continuous Discovery Habits that I will make
weekly customer calls a cultural habit of every team I am on. This book is mandatory reading for



any product manager because of the fundamental importance of product discovery. It provides
practical guidance on various discovery topics that will arm you with a framework for both getting
started and getting better over time. Reading and applying learnings from authors and
contributors in the product community is a great way to get the coaching you need to become a
highly effective product leader. If you've ever thought to yourself "Talking to customers is hard to
do at my company" this book is for you. Thank you Teresa for arming me (and many others) with
a framework for developing discovery habits.”

Vanessa Colina, “As a product designer, I highly recommend this book!. I highly recommend this
book for anyone interested in realizing our own agency and how we can influence team
dynamics in a product company.The book introduces many practical artifacts to help the team
align and prioritize resources. One of these artifacts is the Opportunity Solution Tree (OST),
which starts with business outcomes followed by opportunities based on user needs. It's
important to note that there is a lot of content to learn how to go from outputs to outcomes.The
book includes relevant diagrams to illustrate the framework, demonstrating one of the points
Teresa makes throughout the book about the power of visualization for teamwork. Here are
some of the concepts explained in the book:- Product trio (Product Manager, Designer, Software
Engineer)- Experience Maps- Opportunity Solution Tree (OST)- Interview Snapshot and Story
MapsTeresa recommends starting at an individual level first to avoid group thinking when
creating experience maps. This is a great way to leverage diversity of thought. The best part is
that Teresa not only recommends this approach at the beginning of collaboration but
continuously as part of the discovery habits to keep take advantage of a diverse team. I think this
is really important in order to create products that take into account many more scenarios and
minorities that are usually overlooked.Another great point that I noticed in this book, is the
addition of ethical assumptions in the types of assumptions to test. In the book, Teresa explains
how to test these assumptions and includes examples. This subject can not be more relevant
today when users are becoming more aware of privacy concerns and lack of transparency on
the products we use every day.Lastly, each chapter of the book features an "anti-pattern" section
where Teresa lays out problems you might run into when implementing her framework.As you
can see, it's all about practice. However, Teresa makes an emphasis that is all about the right
mindset.”

SJ, “A page-turner and full of practical advice. The book provides a great overview of how to
incorporate continuous discovery habits into one's product work, while also providing concrete
examples and case studies. There are plenty of things to incorporate into one's own workflow,
but its clear writing style is also useful for helping clarify things you may already be
implementing.There are diagrams and charts in the book, which I am glad to say were easy to
read on a Kindle (which isn't always the case). Particular highlights included the section on
opportunity trees, customer interviews, and emphasising the role of partnership and



collaboration with your peers and stakeholders. It also does a good job of highlighting the
iterative nature that this work requires. A great book, and would recommend it to anyone
involved in product work!”

Adrian Howard, “Have already bought multiple copies :-). Short, sharp, and excellently
presented framework of practices for product discovery work. Teresa has done a wonderful job
of creating a book that will take you through the process of doing research-backed product work
step-by-step.It also has my favourite pattern for practice based books where each chapter ends
with a “Common Anti-Patterns” section where it lists the ways you can mess up a particular
approach.Very recommended. Already copies of this on some of my clients :-)”

Sam B., “Simplifying the mystery of discovery. Teresa does a fantastic job at taking an
immensely difficult and diverse topic, and simplifying it into a 200 page handbook detailing the
process and the reason for doing it. Along the way she highlights common anti patterns and
packs the book full of pragmatic 'on the ground' insights.My favourite part was on testing
assumptions. I have been doing product management for 5 years now, and I was amazed to
learn I had been doing aspect of discovery, spectacularly wrong!If you are in a product team, this
book should be in the must read pile and at the top, next to SVPG and Marc Andreessen.”

Rebecca Clarke, “A must read for all aspiring product managers and seasoned product leaders.
If there was one book I would recommend to someone starting out in product management that
wanted to get the lay of the land in all things discovery, this would be it.This book is filled with
discovery habits theory, but presented in a way that makes it easy to understand and actionable.
I’ll certainly be referring back to these techniques as I move forward in my product management
career.What particularly impressed me was something that a lot of product books don’t address:
how to actually implement these habits if you are not in charge.Whether it’s discovery habits or
something else, sometimes companies will already have their own practices that seem
impossible to change on a big scale — and that’s okay. Torres describes how the way to make
changes is just how you improve a good product — incrementally. By focusing on what you can
control (your own work habits), you can make little changes that will eventually have a big
impact, while avoiding the stress of thinking you can’t make a difference.Practical tips like these
are given throughout her book, which makes it a joy to read and refer back to.”

Michela Casaldi, “A must read book for product managers and product leaders. Just finished
reading the recently published book “Continuous Discovery Habits” by Teresa Torres.I was
familiar with Teresa’s opportunity tree and approach to discovery having read several of her
articles on Product Talk and listened to her talks; I have to say though that her book brings it all
together and to a new level!The book is written in clear language, easy to read and packed with
many examples and case studies. It is a step-by-step guide to product discovery.The book has



been instrumental to the work we have been doing as a team over the past months and to
become a more user-centred organisation.”

The book by Teresa Torres has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 716 people have provided feedback.
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